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etter widom from crowd
MIT cholar produce new method of harveting correct anwer from group.
Peter Dizike | MIT New Office
Januar 25, 2017
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The widom of crowd i not alwa perfect. ut two cholar at MIT’ loan Neuroeconomic

Drazen Prelec

La, along with a colleague at Princeton Univerit, have found a wa to make it etter.
Their method, explained in a newl pulihed paper, ue a technique the reearcher call the

John McCo

“urpriingl popular” algorithm to etter extract correct anwer from large group of people.
A uch, it could refine widom-of-crowd urve, which are ued in political and economic

MIT loan Neuroeconomic La

forecating, a well a man other collective activitie, from pricing artwork to grading
cientific reearch propoal.

Department of conomic

The new method i imple. For a given quetion, people are aked two thing: What the think
the right anwer i, and what the think popular opinion will e. The variation etween the two

Department of rain and Cognitive cience

aggregate repone indicate the correct anwer.
“In ituation where there i enough information in the crowd to determine the correct anwer

loan chool of Management

to a quetion, that anwer will e the one [that] mot outperform expectation,” a paper
co-author Drazen Prelec, a profeor at the MIT loan chool of Management a well a the

chool of Humanitie, Art, and ocial cience

Department of conomic and the Department of rain and Cognitive cience.
The paper i uilt on oth theoretical and empirical work. The reearcher firt derived their

chool of cience

reult mathematicall, then aeed how it work in practice, through urve panning a
range of uject, including U.. tate capitol, general knowledge, medical diagnoe 
dermatologit, and art auction etimate.
Acro all thee area, the reearcher found that the “urpriingl popular” algorithm reduced
error  21.3 percent compared to imple majorit vote, and  24.2 percent compared to
aic confidence-weighted vote (where people expre how confident the are in their
http://news.mit.edu/2017/algorithmbetterwisdomcrowds0125
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anwer). And it reduced error  22.2 percent compared to another kind of confidenceweighted vote, thoe taking the anwer with the highet average confidence level.
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The paper, “A olution to the ingle-quetion crowd widom prolem,” i eing pulihed
toda in Nature. The author are Prelec; John McCo, a doctoral tudent in the MIT
Department of rain and Cognitive cience; and H. eatian eung, a profeor of

Widom of crowd

neurocience and computer cience at Princeton Univerit and a former MIT facult memer.
Prelec and McCo are alo reearcher in the MIT Neuroeconomic Laorator, where Prelec
i the principal invetigator.
A capital idea
To ee how the algorithm work in practice, conider a cae the reearcher teted. A group
of people were aked a e-or-no quetion: I Philadelphia the capital of Pennlvania? The
were alo aked to predict the prevalence of “e” vote.
Philadelphia i not the capital of Pennlvania; the correct anwer i Harriurg. ut mot
people elieve Philadelphia i the capital ecaue it i a “large, hitoricall ignificant cit.”
Moreover, the people who mitakenl thought Philadelphia i the tate capital largel thought
other people would anwer the ame wa. o the predicted that a ver high percentage of
people would anwer “e.”
Meanwhile, a certain numer of repondent knew that Harriurg i the correct anwer.
However, a large portion of thoe people alo anticipated that man other people would
incorrectl think the capital i Philadelphia. o the people who themelve anwered “no” till
expected a ver high percentage of “e” anwer.
That mean the anwer to the two quetion — I Philadelphia the capital? Will other people
think o? — diverged. Almot everone expected other people to anwer “e.” ut the actual
percentage of people who anwered “e” wa ignificantl lower. For thi reaon, the “no”
anwer wa the “urpriingl popular” one, ince it deviated from expectation of what the
anwer would e.
And ince the “urpriingl popular” anwer differed in the “no” direction, that tell u the
correct anwer: No, Philadelphia i not the capital.
The ame principle applie no matter which direction repone deviate from expectation.
When people were aked if Columia i the capital of outh Carolina, the oppoite happened:
More people anwered “e,” compared to their expectation of how man people would a
“e.” o the urpriingl popular anwer wa, correctl: Ye, Columia i the capital.
The widom of uet of crowd
In thi ene, the “urpriingl popular” principle i not impl derived from the widom of
crowd. Intead, it ue the knowledge of a well-informed ugroup of people within the larger
crowd a a diagnoticall powerful tool that point to the right anwer.
“A lot of crowd widom weight people equall,” McCo explain. “ut ome people have
more pecialized knowledge.” And thoe people — if the have oth correct information and a
correct ene of pulic perception — make a ig difference.
Thi i the cae acro cenario that the reearcher teted. Conider art. The reearcher
aked art profeional to gue the price range for different contemporar artwork.
Individuall, art expert elected price range that were tpicall too low, perhap ecaue
electing a lower range i a reaonale, afe anwer for an artwork that the expert doe not
http://news.mit.edu/2017/algorithmbetterwisdomcrowds0125
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recognize. Collectivel, thi make the majorit opinion of an expert panel even more iaed in
the direction of low price.
And thi i where the “urpriingl popular” principle make a difference, ince it doe not
depend on an aolute majorit of expert opinion. Intead, uppoe a relativel mall numer
of expert elieve a piece old for $100,000, while anticipating that mot other people will
think it old for le. In that cae, the evaluation of thoe expert will lead the “urpriingl
popular” anwer to e that the artwork wa more expenive than mot people thought.
“The argument in thi paper, in a ver rough ene, i that people who expect to e in the
minorit deerve ome extra attention,” Prelec a.
Recovering truth
The cholar recognize that the “urpriingl popular” algorithm i not theoreticall foolproof in
practice. It i at leat conceivale that people could anticipate a “urpriingl popular” opinion
and tr to uvert it, although that would e ver hard to execute. It i alo the cae, a the
write in the Nature paper, that “Thee claim are theoretical and do not guarantee ucce in
practice, a actual repondent will fall hort of ideal.”
Other cholar who have tudied collective-widom prolem elieve the method i valuale.
Aurelien aillon, a profeor of economic at ramu Univerit in Rotterdam, who ha read
the paper, call it an “exciting” reult that “open up completel new wa to think aout an
old prolem.” aillon find the paper peruaive, he add, ecaue it contain oth theoretical
argument “and empirical evidence that it work well.”
aillon doe note that the quetion of how people reach concluion aout the elief of
other “can till e further explored” theoreticall. And he oerve one potential practical
pitfall in the method: the poiilit that all participant in a urve do not have ueful
knowledge aout what other think, and make a random choice if given two option. uch a
50/50 plit, aillon oerve, mean the “urpriingl popular” anwer would impl e the
majorit reult.
till, the reearcher themelve hope their work will e teted in a variet of etting. In the
paper the expre confidence that the “urpriingl popular” principle will prove durale,
aerting: “uch knowledge can e exploited to recover truth even when traditional voting
method fail.”
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